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Watch FFWN above, click here for a list of stories that we've covered. Kevin Barrett, Veterans Today Editor, for Unz ReviewWho's Afraid of Alan Sabrosky? Whoever they are, they have the ability to control and censor YouTube live streams in real time. And they apparently don't want you to know what Sableski thinks of
the Holocaust.That's the obvious takeaway from the highly unusual example of YouTube censorship that disrupted the March 22 live broadcast of False Flag Weekly News. The broadcast, which was broadcast live from Vimeo to three different YouTube channels, usually occurred before 59:31, when Szabroski declared
that the Holocaust was a technological and logistical impossibility and suddenly his microphone was cut... but only on the YouTube stream, the archive here: If you want to hear the rest of Dr. Sauski's holocaust statement (instead of long stretches of dead air) you'll have to watch a version of Vimeo that hasn't been
censored: Whoever did it must have been monitoring the broadcast in real time. It must have been a human, not an AI algorithm. The censor must have his or her finger hovering over the cut of his microphone button throughout the show. And this censor must have been trained and got the right to cut off Sabroski's
microphone within seconds of Sauski's denying the Holocaust. In total a pretty amazing feat of censorship! Read the full article on Unz Review WARNING READERS Due to the nature of independent content, VT cannot guarantee the authenticity of the content. We ask you to read our content policy to make a clear
understanding of independent non-censored VT media understood and given its proper place in the world of news, opinion and media. All content belongs exclusively to the author. Opinions expressed are not necessarily the opinions of VT, other authors, affiliates, advertisers, sponsors, partners or technicians. Some
materials may be satirical in nature. All images inside are fully accounted for by the author, not VT. About VT - Read the Full Notice Of Policy - Comment Policies Whoever they are, they have the ability to monitor and censor YouTube live streams in real time. And they probably don't want you to know what Sableski
thinks about the Holocaust. This is an obvious takeaway from the highly unusual example of YouTube censorship that disrupted the March 22 live broadcast of False Flag Weekly News. The broadcast, which was broadcast live from Vimeo to three different YouTube channels, usually occurred before 59:31, when
Szabroski declared that the Holocaust was a technological and logistical impossibility and suddenly his microphone was cut... but only on the YouTube stream, archive here: If you want to hear the rest of Dr. Sauanka's Holocaust statement long stretches of dead air) you'll have to watch a version of Vimeo that hasn't
been censored: Whoever did it must be live broadcasts. It must have been a human, not an AI algorithm. The censor must have his or her finger hovering over the cut of his microphone button throughout the show. And this censor must have been trained and got the right to cut off Sabroski's microphone within seconds
of Sauski's denying the Holocaust. In total a pretty amazing feat of censorship! But as logistically and technologically impressive as this strange crime against free speech may be, it seems even more impressive and self-defeating. Can they really believe that such actions prevent people from asking questions about the
Holocaust? Haven't they heard of the Streisand effect? Doesn't everyone who hears about it say, God, if they have to go to such extreme measures to silence this guy, maybe he's on to something? It's really quite a tribute to Dr. Sabrosky and the false flag weekly news that someone went into so much trouble. They have



to spend a lot more money to control and censor us than we spend on this show in the first place. Let's talk about asymmetric information warfare! But I don't believe the people behind this are as stupid as they seem. Such counterproductive actions sometimes seem to serve strategic purposes. In this case, I suppose the
censors were beta-testing protocols for censoring live streams in real time. It is no coincidence that this attack on Alan Sableska's First Amendment rights took place exactly one week after the alleged live broadcast of the shooting in Christchurch. Following the Christchurch terror event, Facebook and YouTube
representatives have been all over the MSM announcing that they must fix their systems to prevent a live stream of hate. If I were a paranoid conspiracy theorist, I would wonder whether the Christchurch attack was setting up to roll out beta testing exactly this kind of censorship. I would like to point out the inconsistency
of the fact that people by insisting on internet censorship are almost all zionist Jews, not Muslims, but censorship is being rolled out on the pretext that it should protect Muslims and honor the sacred victims of Christchurch. Since when do the zionists care about Muslim life? They proudly kill Christchurch worth
Palestinian Muslims every month or two. And they killed 32 million Muslims and created tens of millions of refugees in the 9/11 wars for Israel. It's as if the people behind Christchurch push to censor PR op, and the subsequent rollout of new censorship systems, like the one just beta testing against FFWN, are trying to
hide their true identity. Perhaps that is why they made sure that the word Jew is almost completely absent from Tarrant's manifesto. As Daniel Hakikatjo points out: The 73-page document reads as if it were written by someone who is trying very hard pretending to be a white nationalist... But there is one glaring
inconsistency. If you ever visit places on the Internet frequented and owned by white nationalists such as 4chan, 8chan, Daily Stormer, or Gab, one immediate, promiscuous fact hits you in the face: These people hate Jews. More than anyone else, white nationalists hate Jews and are not afraid to express it with
thousands of different memes.... What's strange about Tarrant's alleged manifesto is that he says a lot about this (Jewish) conspiracy. He opposes immigration, birth and white genocide. But he doesn't mention who the alleged conspirators are. Why? Why does Tarrant follow the white nationalist script to the letter but
doesn't mention Jews once on all 73 pages? (Except for one fleeting mention that they're ok when they're Israelis!) If the perps hid their identities while orchestrating Christchurch and the Internet censorship campaign, she launched, they dropped the mask when they fell silent Alan Sabrosky. We all know who reacts
reflexively against Holocaust denial. And we all know who hates Alan Sabrosky, the former U.S. Army Military College head of strategic studies, who came out as a 9/11 truther on my radio show in March 2010 and announced that Israel had done so. The fear and hatred of Sables is so off-schedule that a mere mention
of his name can arrest you. Here's what happened to Jeremy Rothe-Kushel in May 2016, when he tried to ask Dennis Ross a question during Ross's speech at the Kansas City Public Library: Tellingly, the Times of Israel reports on the free speech of Rote-Kushel around the unspeakable name of Sabroski. Alan
Sabrosky, the one who should not be named, is also the one who should not be broadcast. Bonnie Faulkner's gun and oil radio show, one of Pacifica's most popular and respected staples, was abruptly terminated by KPFA management last August due to Sabrosky's appearance there. Someone apparently doesn't want
Sabrosky on the false flag of Weekly News, either. On January 4 last year, Alan Sableski made his debut as a regular board of FFWN. The audience gave him a huge thumbs up. But when he tried to return on a regular basis, his computer suddenly began to descend with strange diseases. It always seemed to happen
right before the show. His computer would work fine and then all of a sudden WHAM-it would melt right before the airtime and we'd struggle to find a replacement. It's happened so many times in the last three months that I've lost count. Technical experts who have tried to solve this problem say that Sabroski was the
victim of a very sophisticated cyberattack. It was only last Friday, March 22nd, that, after developing precautions, we finally managed to get Alan broadcasting again on FFWN. And enough, he somehow got through 58 minutes of live streaming before they cut out his microphone. Why is Dr. Alan Sableski the most
censored man in America? Those who want to silence him don't want you to know what he thinks about two issues: 9/11 and the Holocaust. Specifically, they don't want you to know that he thinks 9/11 was a Mossad operation, period. And they don't want you to know that he thinks the official holocaust narrative of the six
million Jews killed mostly in gas chambers is a technological and logistical impossibility. Why are these two issues so sensitive? The Holocaust, whatever it was, happened 75 years ago. And 9/11 happened more than 17 years ago. Isn't that ancient history? The answer, I believe, is that both official conspiracy theories
(OCTs) are fundamental myths about zionism. The myth (sacred narrative) of the Holocaust is the main basis of Israel's legitimacy in world public opinion and especially in Jewish opinion. The platonic custodians of zionism need the horror of the Holocaust to overshadow the world's Jewry in order to accept the need to
create and maintain a Jewish state. Similarly, the sacred official myth of 11 September is a lynchpin of the clash of civilizations, which is, in fact, a long-term war of the West against Israel's enemies. If it were widely known that Israel itself organized 11 September and the subsequent crusade, Israel's already dubious
future would not have been questionable, it would have been non-existent. Alan Sabroski is one of the most authoritative and eloquent voices in the world, debunking two fundamental myths about zionism. The fact that he hails from Jewish descent makes him that much more annoying and that much more reliable. Dr.
Sableski is very well informed and he expresses himself in an attractively direct shooting way. Ex-Marine, and Professor of Strategic Studies, Alan Sabrosky has a full clip of information-ammunition and unloads it with supernatural precision and readiness. In many ways, he is the worst nightmare of the zionists. No
wonder Doc Saproski is the most censored man in America. Original ER article recommends other articles Unz Review Review
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